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This paper focuses on assessment and design of 
transmission systems for distribution of digital signals over 
standard Category-7A copper cables at speeds beyond  
10 Gbps. The main contribution of this paper is on the 
technical feasibility and system design for data rates of   
40 Gbps and 100 Gbps over copper. Based on capacity 
analysis and rate optimization algorithms, system 
parameters are obtained and the design implementation 
trade-offs are discussed. Our simulation results confirm 
that with the aid of a decision-feedback equalizer and 
powerful coding techniques, namely, TCM or LDPC code, 
40 Gbps transmission is feasible over 50 m of CAT-7A 
copper cable. These results also indicate that 100 Gbps 
transmission can be achieved over 15 m cables. 
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I. Introduction 

In the commercial market, the extension of fiber into access 
networks in small businesses and dense metropolitan areas is a 
new challenge. It has been known for some time that a major 
bottleneck in delivering multimedia services to computer users is 
the low-capacity of LANs. With ever-increasing demand for 
higher capacities, the need for broadband access is transformed 
from a convenience to a necessity. So far, data communication 
has been the main driving force behind increased traffic on the 
communication networks. Applications stemming from a wide 
range of disciplines, such as high-performance computing, 
consumer multimedia, teleconferencing, and telemedicine, are 
just a few examples that require data rates in the gigabits per 
second range. To keep up with this explosive growth, ultra high-
capacity networks were required, and thus optical networks with 
terabit capacities have dominated the network core. To enable the 
end user to take full advantage of this core, reliable high-speed 
LAN access is required. Providing service in a broadband access 
LAN using a copper cable approach has the advantages of the 
network being highly-dependable and cost-effective. This will 
benefit the providers of service over campus settings, such as 
hospitals, industry compounds, or universities, with facilities 
spread over several buildings, in that a quick service upgrade 
could extend new service offerings. Also, within server farms 
and data centers, short copper connectors are preferable. 

After the release of 10GBASE-T, which supports data rates 
of 10 Gbps up to a distance of 100 meters (for connecting work 
areas to a telecommunications room), many IEEE members 
recognized the potential for higher speed and are currently 
thinking of ways to deliver tens of Gigabits per second over 
copper cables. The 10GBASE-T standard specifies 10 Gbps 
data transmission over unshielded and shielded twisted pair 
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cables, UTP and STP, respectively [1], [2]. Researchers have 
started to study the technical feasibility, broad market potential, 
and economic feasibility of speeds beyond 10 Gbps over copper 
[3]. In this paper, we evaluate the possibility of 40 Gbps and 100 
Gbps data rates (40GBASE-T and 100GBASE-T) over 
horizontal balanced CAT-7A cables up to a distance of 50 meters. 
The objective of IEEE 40(100)GBASE-T is to create an 
application that is capable of transporting data at a rate of 
40(100) Gbps over at least 10 meters of copper cable [4]. The 
cable industry is promoting the use of CAT-7A cable and more 
convenient CAT-8 cable to support these demanding applications. 
State-of-the-art digital signal processors (DSP) will be used to 
cancel impairments in the twisted-pair cable to ensure adequate 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to achieve a suggested target average 
bit error rate of 10-12 at data rates of 40 Gbps and beyond. 

This paper is basically the continuation of the work 
presented in [3]. The feasibility of data rates of 40 Gbps and 
100 Gbps transmission over CAT-7A copper wire was 
investigated in [3]. This assessment was based on single-input 
single-output (SISO) capacity analysis, assuming crosstalk 
signals are adequately attenuated by the corresponding 
cancellers. Moreover, it turns out that in the work presented in 
[3], the background noise was underestimated which leads to a 
longer reach mode, that is, 40 Gbps over 100 m. The system 
model and capacity bounds considered in [3] are followed in 
this paper, while the derivation of the formulas are presented in 
greater detail. The main contribution of this paper is the 
extension of multi-input multi-output (MIMO) capacity 
analysis and the application of multiuser theory to demonstrate 
that SISO implementation can perform as well as MIMO 
implementation, and this is due to a low FEXT level in CAT-7 
cables. Also, the theory and implementation of the probability 
of error minimization method presented in [3] is elaborated in 
this paper. We have extended this optimization method to the 
more important scenario where the margin is maximized. We 
show that these rate optimization methods achieve the same 
bandwidth as they both try to minimize the gap to capacity. The 
coding gain of about 5 dB which can be obtained by 4 
dimensional trellis coded modulation was considered in [3]. In 
this paper, we consider a worst case scenario for background 
noise in which the noise from mixed-signal circuits is assumed 
to be the dominant noise. In this case, more complex coding 
schemes are required to achieve higher coding gain. LDPC 
coded modulation and signal construction is considered in this 
paper, and a low-complexity coded modulation with 6 dB 
coding gain is presented. 

Throughout the paper, bold face letters (x, y) denote       
q-dimensional column-vectors (with elements xi, yi). Capital 
letters (A, B) denote q×q matrices (with elements aij, bij), and H 
and G denote matrix-valued functions. We will use these 

 

Fig. 1. Cross-section of doubly shielded Category 7 cable. 
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notations both for time and frequency domains, and the 
distinction will be clear from the context without any confusion. 
Polynomial matrices in this paper refer to polynomial matrices in 
z, or D. The k-th delay term matrix coefficients of a polynomial 
matrix H(D) will be denoted as Hk, and IN is the N×N identity 
matrix.  

II. System Model 

Figure 1 shows the CAT-7A cable, which consists of four 
doubly shielded horizontally balanced copper twisted pairs. 
The pairs are usually labeled with blue, brown, orange, and 
green colors. The communication system, therefore, comprises 
four transceiver pairs on both ends. The matrices signifying 
channel responses at time kT and the corresponding tap-voltage 
vectors have the following relationship as given in [3]:  
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= =

= + +∑ ∑ ,       (1) 

where 
• 1 4[ , , ]k k kx x=x is the k-th sample of vector signal 

1 4 T( ) [ ( ), , ( )]x t x t x t= , which is the input signal to the 
channel H(t). 

• 1 4[ , , ]k k kz z=z is the k-th sample of vector signal 
1 4 T( ) [ ( ), , ( ] ,)z t z t z t=  which is the interfering signal 

from the near-end transmitters. 
• Hk=H(kT) is the discrete matrix impulse response of the 

vector channel that describes the signal attenuation (insertion 
loss) and electromagnetic coupling between the twisted pairs 
(FEXT) [3]. 

• Gk=G(kT) is the discrete matrix impulse response of 
interfering channels representing return loss (RL) and near-
end crosstalk (NEXT). 
It is assumed that, without loss of generality, all the elements 

of H (G) have the same channel order nH (nG), and 
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Fig. 2. Insertion loss, return loss, NEXT, and FEXT
measurements for 50 m CAT-7A. 
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Generally, xk and zk share the same statistical properties; they 
are both zero-mean wide-sense stationary processes, and the 
4×4 autocorrelation matrices of n

kx  and n
kz  are given by 

2
4 ,xx zz sσ= =R R I which means n

kx  (and n
kz ) are 

uncorrelated, both spatially and temporally with variance 2
sσ . 

We also assume that the noise samples are uncorrelated, both 
temporally and spatially (i.e. 2

4v vσ=R I ). 
Due to the proper shielding of CAT-7A cable, the alien near-

end crosstalk is negligible, although if its power is significant, it 
can be simply included in our model. 

Figure 2 shows the insertion loss and return loss 
measurements of the blue pair (h1,1 and g1,1) along with the 
NEXT and FEXT interference signals from the brown pair (h1,2 
and g1,2) as functions of the frequency [3]. 

Although all our results are based on actual measurements and 
characterization made by Nexans, for interested readers who want 
to evaluate/duplicate some of the results, we adopted the 
following equation which can model the insertion loss of a 50 m 
CAT-7 cable very well up to 3 GHz (f is in MHz in this equation): 

dB
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  (2) 

III. Capacity Bounds 

1. SISO Bounds 

In this section, we first review the capacity of the general 
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, and introduce 

the single-carrier, water-filling, SISO, and MIMO capacity 
notations for Category cables. 

Before designing mitigation techniques to circumvent 
channel-induced impairments, the theoretical and practical data 
transmission capacity limits of the proposed CAT-7A cable 
must be determined [3]. The channel capacity, C, is directly 
dependent on the physical properties of the medium. The 
theoretical maximum rate of error-free data communication is 
stated by the Shannon-Hartley theorem [5], [6], which has as 
parameters a given signal power spectrum, S(f), of an analog 
communication channel, and the power spectrum, V(f), of 
possibly colored additive Gaussian noise. According to the 
theorem, the capacity of a band-limited channel with Gaussian 
noise is expressed as 
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where CSH is the channel capacity in bits per second, W is the 
bandwidth of the channel in hertz, and finally, f is frequency in 
hertz. 

An efficient way to utilize the bandwidth of a highly 
frequency-dispersive communication channel is to divide the 
available bandwidth into N smaller independent sub-channels, 
each with nearly flat frequency response. This is possible if N is 
made large enough [3]. The same reliability can be ensured 
over all sub-channels by operating them at the same probability 
of error, pe. Constant pe can be achieved by using the same 
class of codes at a constant SNR gap, Γ, over each channel [7]. 
The single performance measure that characterizes the multi-
channel transmission system in this case is a geometric SNR, 
which is comparable to the detection SNR of equalized 
transmission systems [7]. The asymptotic capacity of such a 
multi-channel transmission system is termed single-carrier 
bound and is given by 
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The limit can be calculated as 
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The single-carrier bound is related to the well-known Salz 
SNR, which is often used to estimate the system noise margin 
(required SNR subtracted from achievable SNR) in practical 
implementations. The Salz SNR is given as in [3] and [8] by 

 { }
( )

0

1 ln ( )
( )

W
U f dfW WU f eγ ∞

∫= ,            (6) 

where 1( ) 1 SNR( )U f f−= + Γ . Therefore, 
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In fact, this bound indicates the ultimate throughput of a real 
implementation of a system with finite coding gain and signal 
processing for any communication medium. Two such 
implementations are the minimum mean-squared error 
decision feedback equalizer (MMSE-DFE) [9] and Tomlinson-
Harashima precoding (THP) [10], [11].  

Given a fixed symbol rate over a set of parallel channels, data 
rate maximization is obtained by maximizing the achievable 

nn
C c= ∑ over the average power of each sub-channel, En [3]. 
The maximization problem can be formulated as in [3] as 
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where Hkk(fn) represents the transfer function of the n-th sub-
channel of the k-th channel. 

We should mention here that the optimization is done 
separately for each twisted pair. This corresponds to our 
previous assumption that twisted pairs are more or less similar. 
One can perform a joint optimization when the characteristics 
of twisted pairs differ significantly. Lagrange multipliers may 
be used to obtain optimum parameters for this maximization 
problem [12]. The corresponding maximum value will 
henceforth be referred to as the water-filling bound, CWF [13]. 

For parallel twisted-pair channels, if the individual channels 
are treated and equalized separately, and the interference signals 
from other channels are considered as noise (although the power 
of these interfering signals are attenuated by proper crosstalk 
cancellers), then the total SISO single-carrier capacity reads as 
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and N
kkΓ , N

klΓ , and F
klΓ  are attenuation factors of the 

corresponding RL, NEXT, and FEXT crosstalk cancellers, 
respectively. Similar water-filling definition and formulation 
can be presented for parallel twisted-pair channels. 

2. Loss between MIMO and SISO Implementations 

In this section, we assume that the effect of G(t) in model (1) 
is well reduced by proper NEXT and echo cancellers. In [14], it 
is shown that in the case of strictly monotonous decreasing 
channel attenuation, a constant power density in the first 
Nyquist set of frequencies [ 1/ 2 ,1/ 2 ]f T T∈ − (T: symbol rate) 
is optimum. Therefore, as a generalization of Shannon-Hartley 
theorem, the capacity of the MIMO system can be evaluated as 
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where W is the available bandwidth. 
It is quite common, in practice, that in multi-channel systems, 

individual channels are equalized independently, and crosstalk 
terms from other channels are removed by fixed or adaptive 
cancellers. Therefore, the channel matrix H can be rewritten as 

 H = D + F,                  (11) 
where D and F are the polynomial matrices containing the 
diagonal and off-diagonal elements of H, respectively. That is,  

{ }1,1 2,2 3,3 4,4, , ,diag= H H HD H and F = H – D. 
The decomposition of H in (11) can be interpreted differently. 

One can consider this system as a multiple access channel 
(MAC) with two users as shown in Fig. 3. If the detection starts 
with user 1, the maximum rate of this user is given as in [11] as 
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Therefore, if the rate of user 1 fulfills R1<C1, it can be detected 
error free and therefore can be removed from the received 
signal. The remaining signal used by user 2 is now only 
impaired by the thermal noise, leading to its maximum rate: 

 2 2 2 4 2
†

0
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W

v

P fR C det f f df
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Recall from multi-user detection theory [15] that R1+R2 is 
bounded above by the capacity of the channel, CMIMO. This 
leads to the conclusion that 1 MIMO 2R RC≤ − , which means 
the interference terms must be attenuated enough to achieve 
high-capacity SISO implementation for user 1. By this method, 
we can achieve reliable bounds for FEXT attenuation factors, 

FΓ . A similar approach can be used to determine proper 
attenuation levels for NEXT, NΓ .  
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Fig. 3. Decomposition of H into diagonal and off-diagonal 
elements to represent it as a MIMO multiple-access 
channel. 
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The preceding analysis is based on MIMO and SISO 
Shannon capacity bounds. For single-carrier capacities, we can 
easily replace the corresponding bounds and follow the same 
analysis. The MIMO single-carrier bound is calculated in the 
appendix. 

IV. Rate Optimization 

In high-speed applications in which the trade-offs of power 
consumption, implementation complexity, and reliability are 
dramatically challenging, it is of considerable importance to 
study the problem of input symbol rate optimization under 
practical implementation constraints. We obtain the optimum 
specifications for systems equalized by an ideal (no error 
propagation) infinite-length minimum mean-squared 
error−decision feedback equalizer (MMSE-DFE). 

1. Minimizing the Probability of Error 

Here, we are interested in achieving a fixed target bit rate while 
keeping the probability of error pe as small as possible. This can 
be achieved by performance analysis of the coded system and 
link budget analysis for decision feedback equalizer (DFE) 
implementation. We assume that the same signal constellation A 
(that is, M-PAM) is used for each individual channel (dimension). 
Also, we suppose the power is equally divided among the 
transmitters. Under these conditions, in CAT-7A cable, it is fairly 
reasonable to assume the same average error probability for 
individual channels. The union bound estimate of the probability 
of symbol decoding error associated with each of these 
constellations is given as in [16] as   

( )min norm c s me 3SNR ( ) ( ) /p K Q γ γ γ≅ Λ Λ ,    (14) 

where Kmin is the multiplicity of codewords with minimum 
weight, c ( )γ Λ  is the nominal coding gain associated with set 
partitioning, s ( )γ Λ  is the shaping gain, and mγ  is the 
desired system margin. The SNRnorm is the normalized SNR 
and signifies how far a system is operating from the Shannon 

limit (the gap to capacity). More importantly, this quantity is 
independent of constellation size for large signal spaces [16]. 
This, in fact, significantly simplifies the underlying analysis. 
For our QAM baseline, we have ( ) 1sγ Λ = and 

2
c min( ) ( )dγ Λ = Λ . Therefore, pe reduces to 
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We should recall that the SNRnorm defined in this section is 
the same SNR gap Γ used in (7), (8), and (9). From (15), it is 
clear that pe is minimized when the SNRnorm is maximized, 
assuming that the coding gain and mγ  are fixed. We can 
calculate the SNRnorm at each frequency from (8) or (9) and 
substitute into (15) to obtain the error probability versus 
bandwidth.  

2. Maximizing the System Margin 

Alternatively, the system designer may want to choose a 
specific reliability level, and seek to maximize the system 
margin to account for unforeseen sources of performance 
degradation. By rearranging (15), we can define the systems 
margin in terms of error probability, coding gain, and gap to 
capacity as 
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This means that, assuming a fixed coding gain, the two 
optimization scenarios, one that minimizes pe for fixed mγ  
and the other that maximizes mγ for a fixed pe, lead to the 
same optimum bandwidth. In fact, in both cases, SNRnorm is 
maximized. 

V. Signal Construction 

The previous section revealed the importance of rate 
optimization to find out the optimum bandwidth and a coding 
technique that can achieve a given reliability. We can determine 
a class of coding scheme from the required coding gain and 
design a proper code. It is known from classic coding theory 
that a coding gain of up to 5 dB is achievable by trellis-coded 
modulation at reasonable complexity [17]. A simple but 
powerful outer Reed-Solomon code can improve this by 
another 1 dB at the cost of minor bandwidth expansion. Higher 
coding gain can be obtained by more complex low-density 
parity-check (LDPC) or turbo codes [18].  

Trellis-coded modulation, in spite of its limited coding gain, 
offers a compact, low-power, low-latency decoding which can 
be combined with a decision feedback equalizer to eliminate 
error propagation by replacing the tentative decision with more 
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reliable ones in the feedback path. This method exploits the 
survivor path memory of a Viterbi decoder containing the 
reliable decisions in the feedback path. It is called a survivor 
path feedback equalizer (SPFE) [19]. Malhotra and others 
extended the SPFE concept for multi-dimensional TCM 
applicable in multiple channel communications, and also 
employed soft and hard iterative DFE as more protection 
against error propagation of DFE [20]. 

LDPC-assisted coded modulation is adopted for the 
10GBASE-T standard [21]. Signal construction is somehow 
unconventional and is different from the regular set-partitioning 
rules, but the idea is the same: protect some bits with a good 
coding scheme and protect the others by maximizing the 
minimum distance between the constellation points within a 
coset [17]. We follow the same structure with some 
modifications and try to generalize the formulations. The goal 
is to design a high-rate high-gain coding scheme from a low-
rate powerful code. Suppose that gc denotes the minimum 
required coding gain. An ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦N,K  block code, either 
systematic or nonsystematic, operating in the waterfall region 
is considered here. We construct the transmit symbols as 
follows. A block of K data bits is transformed into N  coded 
bits, and arranged into a block with nr rows and nc columns (If 

r cn n≠ ⋅N  a few dummy bits can be inserted; therefore, we 
assume r cn n= ⋅N  hereafter). Another block of na·nc 
uncoded bits are stacked with the block of coded bits. Then, 
every group of na+nr bits, read column wise from the 
constructed block, is mapped to one constellation point in a two 
dimensional constellation X , that is, a QAM constellation. 
The real and imaginary parts of signal points are assigned to 
two twisted-pairs. The signal points obtained from this 
constructed block can be assigned to the other two pairs 
alternately, or another block can be constructed and assigned to 
the remaining pairs. The results yield a 4-dimensional signal. 
We denote the cardinality of the QAM constellation as | |X . 
The total rate of this coding scheme is 

 a c
C

a c

.

.t
n nr r
n n

+
= > =

+
K K
N N

,               (17) 

where rC is the rate of the original block code. 
The signal spaceX is partitioned into a number of cosetsΛ  

by set partitioning rules, such that 2 2
c 1l lgδ δ +≤ ≤ , where 2

lδ  
is the minimum intraset distance square at partitioning level l. 
The coded bits are used for coset selection and uncoded bits 
select the constellation points in each coset. This requires 

r 1n l≥ +  guaranteeing the overall coding gain of gc. To 
determine na, assume that a target bit rate of Rb is desired. If a 
total bandwidth of W is available, the maximum deliverable 
symbol rate without intersymbol interference is 

( )sym 2 / 1 ,R W α= +  where α is the roll-off factor of the 
pulse-shaping filter. Hence, the number of bits sent by each 
symbol is b b sym/n R R= . Then, the cardinality of the 4-D 
space supporting this coded system reads as 

 b b tt ) / 22 / (12 2n r R Wrα+≥ =X .          (18) 

Therefore, if we restrict ourselves to rectangular         
2-dimensional lattices, nr can be determined from 

r a2n n+≥X . Unfortunately, the parameter rt in the right-hand 
side of (3) is implicitly a function of nr. This can be resolved by 
the following simple algorithm. 

 
Algorithm 1. 
1: Initialize rt=0.5; 
2: Set b t2 /2n r=X ;  
3: a 2log rn n= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦X ; 
4: Update rt according to the block coded modulation: 
  ( ) ( )t a c a c/r n n n n= + ⋅ + ⋅K N   
5: If a b t r/(2 )n n r n≤ −  
     exit; 
   else  
     a a 1n n← − ; 
     update r: ( ) ( )t a c a c/r n n n n= + ⋅ + ⋅K N ; 
   end 
6: Goto 2 

  
The algorithm starts initializing the total rate with a small 

rough value. This simply overestimates nr to make sure that the 
signal constellation is large enough to accommodate all the 

b t/2n r  signal points. Then, the actual rate is calculated 
according to (2), and an upper bound for na is obtained, that is, 

b t r/(2 )n r n− . If nr falls under this constraint, then the 
algorithm stops; otherwise, nr is decreased one unit and the rate 
is updated. This procedure continues until a value of na that 
satisfies all the constraints is obtained. 

At the receiver, first the likelihood ratios of coded bits 
r, 1, ,ku k n=  are calculated and estimates for the coded bits 

are obtained:  
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where r1, ,k n= . Once the estimates 1û  are provided, the 
remaining uncoded bits can be estimated by the minimum 
Euclidean distance rule in coset 1ˆ( )Λ u , that is, 
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Fig. 4. SISO Shannon, single-carrier, and water-filling capacity
bounds. 
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Table 1. Parameters for capacity analysis. 

 
Tx power 

(dBm) 
Margin 

(dB) 
Probability 

of error 
Coding 

gain (dB)
15 m 5 0 10-12 3 

50 m 10 0 10-12 6 

  

 
ˆ( )1

1
2ˆ arg min  

n

nμ−

∈Λ

⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ux
u r x ,         (20) 

where ( )r r a1:n n nμ + +=x u  is the labeling function. 

VI. Simulation Results 

The SISO single-carrier and water-filling bounds were 
calculated for 15 m and 50 m CAT-7A cables. Although these 
cables are much better in terms of isolation and thermal noise 
compared to other UTP cables, we set the background noise 
level to -146 dBm/Hz in our simulations [21]. This is mainly 
because the noise from the analog front-end is dominant in these 
systems. The capacity bounds and the corresponding optimum 
bandwidths can be obtained from Fig. 4. The MIMO capacity 
and user 1 admissible rate were also calculated for these cables 
and are shown in Fig. 5. The parameters for these simulations are 
listed in Table 1. Also, echo interference was attenuated by 65 dB 
while no NEXT or FEXT cancellation was applied. 

There are a few observations worth noting regarding Fig. 5. 
First, for 50 m cable, the maximum data rate of user 1 is only  
3 Gbps less than the total MIMO capacity of this channel, 
which indicates that the amount of information carried by the 
FEXT channels is negligible. Second, the SISO capacity of this 
cable has a maximum of 93 Gbps without any FEXT and 
NEXT cancellation, which is about the same as the maximum 
rate of user 1. This proves that the channels are isolated from 
each other very well, and they perform almost as well as  

 

Fig. 5. MIMO capacity and rate R1 for 50 m cable. 
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Table 2. Capacity bounds for 50 m cable and 5 dBm Tx power. 

 
Shannon 
bound 

Single-carrier 
bound 

Water-filling 
bound 

gc=6 dB 79.26 60.48 60.52 

gc=9 dB 79.26 69.11 69.18 

 

isolated parallel channels. Finally, despite the fact that MIMO 
outperforms the SISO system, it results in a very minor 
improvement over SISO implementation at a higher cost and 
power consumption which may not be acceptable.  

Some designers may argue about high transmit power and 
the stresses that it may cause in future submicron CMOS 
technologies and try to reduce the transmit power at the cost of 
more complex and sophisticated codes. We repeated the SISO 
capacity analysis for 50 m cable with 5 dBm transmit power, 
which causes less non-linearity in the line driver. The capacity 
bounds obviously drop from their maximum points in Fig. 4. 
We also repeated this analysis for 9 dB coding gain. To avoid 
the extra cost of this complex code, one can cut back the cable 
length by a few meters to keep the code less complex with    
6 dB gain. The capacity bounds corresponding to these two 
codes at 5 dBm transmit power are presented in Table 2. The 
capacity bound values in this table are in Gbps. 

Now, we consider two communication systems transporting 
data at rates of 40 Gbps and 100 Gbps over 50 m and 15 m, 
respectively, of horizontal balanced CAT-7A cables. These 
systems are equalized by an ideal infinite-length MMSE-DFE. 
Figure 6 shows the variation of pe as a function of bandwidth 
W for a target system margin of 0 dB. Other parameters are 
kept fixed.  

The system margins versus bandwidth of these systems are 
shown in Fig. 7. The system transmitting data at 40 Gbps over 
50 m passes the 6 dB margin requirement (Conventionally, a  
6 dB margin is considered for multi-gigabit transmission over 
copper) if a 6 dB coding gain is available around 1.6 GHz. A 3 dB 
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Fig. 6. Minimization of probability of error for 40 and
100GBASE-T systems. 
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Fig. 7. Maximization of margin for 40 and 100GBASE-T 
systems. 
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coding gain for a system transmitting data at 100 Gbps can 
guarantee the 6 dB margin around 5.5 GHz. 

Some observations are worth mentioning here. First, the 
probability of error minimization and margin maximization 
occur at the same optimum bandwidth. In general, this 
bandwidth can be different from the bandwidth obtained under 
different optimization criteria, such as the power minimizing 
bandwidth of the MMSE-DFE. Second, Figs. 6 and 7 do not 
show any symmetry in the optimum bandwidth. More 
precisely, the optimal bandwidth can generally be 
overestimated by a few percent rather than under-estimated 
without any serious degradation. The flatness of curves around 
the optimum point differs in different scenarios. Finally, it is 
apparent from Figs. 6 and 7 that the DFE can suffer significant 
performance degradation when the transmission bandwidth is 
not optimized. Therefore, for high data rate applications, the 
process of rate optimization becomes extremely important. 

Now we present the simulation results of LDPC-assisted 
coded modulation for a 40GBASE-T system over 50 m CAT-
7A cable. A 6 dB coding gain is required for this system to 

 

Fig. 8. 6 dB set partitioning on 64-QAM constellation.  

Table 3. Number of levels vs. bandwidth for 40 Gbps. 

Bandwidth 
(MHz) 1500 1550 1600 1650 1700 1750 1800

M-PAM 18 16 15 14 14 13 12 
Margin 

(dB) 6.05 6.1 6.13 6.11 6.08 6.05 6.0 

 

achieve the probability of error 10-12 with a 6 dB system 
margin. As a demonstration, we used a rate 0.5 (3, 6)-LDPC 
code with 408 parity check bits and 816 block length. This 
code was selected from the Encyclopedia of Sparse Block 
Codes by D. MacKay [22]. The 6 dB set partitioning on the 64-
QAM constellation is shown in Fig. 8.  

Simulations were performed to determine the number of 
levels in each coordinate in the coded modulated system by 
varying the signal bandwidth or, correspondingly, the symbol 
rate. A roll-off factor of 8% was assumed. The results of this 
simulation are summarized in Table 3. The corresponding 
system margin at each symbol rate was also calculated and is 
presented in this table. The resulting bandwidths are for system 
margins of greater than 6 dB. Among these, the one that 
achieves a lower number of levels is preferred. However, as the 
signal bandwidth increases, the design of the mixed-signal 
circuitry, that is, A/D and D/A becomes more complex and 
challenging. Furthermore, for the sake of implementation ease, 
we may prefer the number of levels to be a power of 2. 

For this specific example, further simplifications in terms of 
mapping can be applied by careful labeling. As explained in the 
previous section, the two coded bits, u1 and u2, determine one 
of the cosets +, *, %, or #. The remaining 6 uncoded bits select 
a constellation point from the selected coset. However, if we 
select cosets % and + when u1=0 and cosets # and * when  
u1=1 (accordingly, select cosets % and # when u2=0 and cosets 
+ and * when u2=1), the problem of this 2-D set partitioning 
and coset selection becomes two separate 1-D set partitioning 
and coset selection. That is, u1 does a 6 dB set partitioning over 
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Fig. 9. Scaled LLR value of coded bits. 
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Fig. 10. Bit error probability of coded and uncoded systems. 
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a real axis on a 16-PAM constellation and u2 does a 6 dB set 
partitioning over an imaginary axis on the same 16-PAM 
constellation. The 6 uncoded bits are also divided into two 
individual groups to select signal points in the selected cosets 
over real and imaginary axes. 

The scaled log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of coded bits as a 
function of received signal is plotted in Fig. 9 at low and high 
SNR values. Because this function involves many complex 
operations, a simplified version of this function can be used: 

2

2 4, 2 1
( ) 2 , 1 1, ( ) ( 4),

2 4, 1 2
v

x x
llr x x x llr x llr x

x x
σ

− − − ≤ ≤ −⎧
⎪≈ − ≤ ≤ + = +⎨
⎪− + + ≤ ≤ +⎩

(21) 

where the following approximation is made: 

 ( )max ( , , ) log max( , , )x yx y e e x y∗ = + + ≈ . (22) 

The results of bit error rate simulation are shown in Fig. 10. 
At moderately high SNR values, this code achieves a 6 dB gain. 

VII. Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented the technical feasibility of high- 

 

Fig. 11. Block diagram of MIMO MMSE-DFE system. 
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speed transmission beyond 10 Gbps over standard Category 
7A copper wire. Our assessments have revealed that CAT-7A 
cables are theoretically capable of delivering data streams at a 
speed of 40 Gbps over 50 m thanks to their excellent shielding 
and engineering design. Also, based on our modeling and 
analysis, the maximum achievable rate over 15 m cables is 
well above 100 Gbps. However, with various degrees of DSP, 
the goal of running 100GBASE-T over CAT-7A cable can be 
achieved with some effort by the silicon vendors, probably in 
the next generations of CMOS technology. We conclude that 
40GBASE-T is practical over 50 m of CAT-7A cable, and this 
is within the realm of expectation of the current objectives of 
the IEEE standard committee. 

Appendix. MIMO Single-Carrier Capacity 

The MIMO single-carrier (MIMO-SC) capacity can be 
bounded by 

2
MIMO
SC 2 4 2

†1
log ( ) ( ) .sW

v

C W det f f
σ

γ
σ

∞= +
Γ

⎛ ⎧ ⎛ ⎞ ⎫ ⎞
⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎜ ⎟ ⎟

⎝ ⎩ ⎝ ⎠ ⎭ ⎠
I H H  (23) 

In the following, we show that this bound corresponds to the 
mean squared error (MSE) minimization of the MIMO-
MMSE-DFE system depicted in Fig 11. In this diagram, W(z) 
and B(z) are feedforward and feedback filters, respectively. The 
estimation error, e(z), is defined as the difference between the 
input and output variables of the decision-maker device. For 
optimum filters that minimize the MSE, e(z) is a white 
sequence [23], that is, 2 2 1( ) see vz σ σ −= ΛΦ , where 

 2 * 2† † *( ) (1/ ) ( ) (1/ ) ( ). c s vz z z z zσ σ+ = ⋅ Λ ⋅S H H I Q Q  

The monic matrix polynomial 0( ) Q m
mmz z−

≥
= ∑Q is 

causal and minimum-phase, and 1 4}{ , ,diag λ λΛ = is a 
real-valued diagonal matrix. Also, as in [24], 
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j
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This leads to the signal-to-noise ratio of channel n, calculated as 
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The capacity of this coordinated multi-channel may be 
written as in [15] as 

 

4 4
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1 1

2 2
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1log d ,et

n n

n nv v
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C W W
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λ λ
σ σ
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= =
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∑ ∑
    

(26)
 

where, in this approximation, we assumed that all the channels 
are well behaved, that is, 2 , 1, , 4n v nλ σ = . This is 
significantly related to the correct past decisions in the 
derivation of MIMO-DFE. This reveals that (23) is a lower 
bound for C', the capacity of coordinated multi-channel system.   
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